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Stay up to date on the pulse of the Philadelphia Life Sciences industry
with our Biotech Bulletin. This is a quarterly newsletter, with data and
perspectives from local leaders within the industry. Greg Sarian of The
Sarian Group is the author of the Biotech Bulletin. Each issue will include
insight on the latest industry trends, performance metrics on local biotech
companies as well as current acquisitions and IPO news in this area.

Value-based drug reimbursement
helps patients and pocketbooks
By Ted Piper, Bravo Group
Americans have come to expect a steady stream of bickering over
the price of prescription drugs. With so many players involved
in the industry — drug manufacturers, health insurance companies, pharmacy
benefit managers, government regulators — everyone has a different reason for
why prescription medications in America are so expensive. What’s been in short
supply are workable ideas on how to address the problem while maintaining
the development and delivery of innovative, life-changing medications.
Until now, that is. A growing trend in the pharmaceutical pricing and
reimbursement world is value-based contracting, in which a product has to
meet clinical performance benchmarks in patients in order for drugmakers to
be reimbursed. In short, a prescription medication would have to be proven to
be effective at a certain level before its manufacturer could be paid for it.
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That’s a big step for pharmaceutical companies to take because, despite the most
rigorous clinical testing, not every prescription medication will be effective for every
person who is prescribed it. By moving toward these value-based reimbursement
structures, pharmaceutical companies truly are putting their money where their mouth is.
It’s a risk that life sciences firms are increasingly willing to take. The list of
publicly announced value-based contracts between pharmaceutical firms
and health plans grew from 39 to 43 from the first quarter of 2018 to the
second, reports the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America.
The group also says that number is probably low because many of the
contracts are executed without releasing such information to the public.
Experience is showing that value-based reimbursement can lower out-of-pocket
costs for patients. A recent analysis of commercially insured patients in health plans
with value-based contracts for diabetes, high cholesterol and HIV medications
showed they had copays that were on average 28 percent lower than those of
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patients in other plans. These new reimbursement plans
also expand access and allow patients to receive the novel
treatments they need the first time they’re needed.
The idea might not work with every medication under the
sun. Industry analysts think the value-based reimbursement
model could be most effective when patient outcomes are
well defined, such as with new hepatitis C medications
that cure the disease. The plans also could be useful for
manufacturers that want to differentiate themselves from
a crowded field — think cholesterol drugs, for instance.
It’s great to see major industry players thinking outside the box
and putting their products and reputations on the line in the
reimbursement arena. But they face continued obstacles with a
regulatory system that was not developed to handle innovation.

PhillyBio is a new organization dedicated to the growth of
the life sciences in Greater Philadelphia. We recognize the
need to develop stronger relationships between pharma,
early stage companies, academia, and investment capital.
PhillyBio is addressing this need with a focus on small,
curated, and targeted interactions designed to build
the relationships that will ultimately foster increased
collaboration, investment, and company formation and
growth. Through our first events this summer we have seen
the positive effect of this environment with participants
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The U.S. Food and Drug Administration did clarify the ability of
pharmaceutical companies to share data, as well as information
that’s not necessarily included automatically in FDA-required
labeling, with insurers and health systems. But two obstacles
remain: a federal law intended to deter health care fraud
and Medicaid rules for calculating the “best price.” Neither
the law nor the rules are nimble, and both could hamper the
growth of value-based contracts. The FDA commissioner has
expressed support for value-based contracting, but we know
that the regulatory gears of government aren’t built for speed.
While value-based arrangements aren’t likely to completely
replace traditional contracts anytime soon, every indication is
that their numbers will continue to increase. As researchers
increasingly develop new, targeted therapies for everything
from cancer to Crohn’s disease, it’s worth keeping an
eye on the pricing path of these novel therapies.

continuing their collaboration discussions past the events.
Along with our programming is our website,
PhillyBio.com, featuring articles, job listings,
events, a regional database, and much more.
As our industry succeeds, we want to help lift up the community
around us. Our Bio For Philly initiative will partner with local
philanthropic efforts to give back where we live and work.
If you would like to learn more and get involved,
please reach out to info@phillybio.com.

A Spotlight Conversation with Zik Syed, CEO of VitalTrax
Greg Sarian: Zik thank you for your time today.
Tell us about VitalTrax’ main area of focus.
Zik Syed: VitalTrax is focused on enabling patients
to find clinical trials to enroll in. As you know clinical
trials is the means by which new drugs are brought
to market. For every drug that comes to market it
has to go through the clinical trial process.
The good news is that there is a lot more R&D going on

today than ten years ago. A lot more
drugs are being tested and being
worked on to bring to market. It has
created an interesting problem that
there are not enough patients who can
participate in those you know clinical
trials, so the drugs can go through the
trial process and come to market.
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VitalTrax has created a platform called PatientWing that
makes it easy for patients or any other person to find a clinical
trial that may be helpful to them. It allows pharmaceutical
companies and research sites who are running those
clinical trials to list their trials and promote their trials.
It’s really a market place for clinical trials whereby we connect
patients, clinical research sites and pharmaceutical companies
to this online platform. Think of it as OpenTable for clinical trials.
GS: What are your greatest accomplishment in Vital Tracks
so far? What are you and your team most proud of?
ZS: I’m excited about two things. One is that I think we are
working on a problem that has a huge impact because what
we are really doing is helping the patients who desperately
need new drugs and that they don’t have access to find
those drugs; drugs that could be lifesaving or life altering.
We’re excited about the mission of the company that
helps patients connect to these new treatments. We are
also hopefully helping to bring some of those drugs to
market. Our team is really excited about that. I think this
is a really mission oriented company in that sense.
Second, I am excited about the team we have put
together. I think we have a phenomenal team of
technologists, entrepreneurs, life sciences experts and
business people who are really excited about the mission
of the company and really want to move it forward.
GS: Looking forward looking at the growth plans you
have in place for the future Zik, what do you see as your
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biggest challenges and opportunities in the future?
ZS: In terms of challenges for any technology, entrepreneurial
or startup company, the challenge clearly is to really scale
and commercialize to find new customers who our team
can help with solving their problems. I think the biggest
challenge any entrepreneurial company faces is getting
the word out, finding the customers, raising capital. These
are challenges, but not too difficult to overcome.
The opportunity is phenomenal for us to help. The opportunity
on the reverse side is if we make this a successful product, there
are 55,000 clinical trials that are currently running and enrolling
patients at this time. It is a huge need and a huge market.
80% of the clinical trials are delayed due to lack of patients. It is
a clear, urgent and present problem that our team is working on.
I think the opportunity for growth and success of this company is
very strong. And our team can help a lot of people along the way.
GS: What do you see as the primary benefits of
being located in Center City Philadelphia?
ZS: Philadelphia is a huge life sciences hub. There is a
tremendous amount of companies that are based here that
are pharmaceutical, biotech and life sciences companies. The
Greater Philadelphia Area is also a huge research hub. When
you look at CHOP, University of Pennsylvania, Drexel, Jefferson,
Temple Fox Chase it is huge – one of the top research hubs. I
think from that perspective it is a really good place to be because
we have a lot of our potential customers whether it is a research
site or pharmaceutical companies right here in our backyard.

Best Practices and Common Mistakes for Management Teams
By: Greg Michaels, Woodbridge International
Best Practices
SELL INTO OR DURING A GROWTH SPURT
It’s hard for a management team that has poured everything
into a venture to sell it let alone doing so when “things
are going well and there is so much more in the pipeline”
but an ability to sell when you don’t have to is a powerful
position to be in if the goal is to maximize value and maintain
control of a deal. While the company must be available for
sale and the leadership should have a minimum deal that

they would accept in mind, the fact that they are not being
forced to sell has tremendous impact on buyer interest.
There is no magic or a silver bullet. It’s human nature and
the management team needs to use it to its advantage.
WORKING A THEMSELVES OUT OF A JOB
A company based mostly on the skills or experience of one
or even a few key people, at a minimum is only worth what
the leaders pay themselves. “Letting go” of responsibilities
can be very hard for many entrepreneurs but the sooner that
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the leadership identifies, invests in, empowers key people as
future leaders the more strategic companies as well as private
equity groups will want to buy the business. Think about it: a
company that is seen as a threat for years to come makes for
tremendous acquisition opportunity, even at a premium.

yet to come for the buyer! Leave enough for them.

KEEP THE FOOT ON THE GAS

Many companies come to market and the leaders assume
that the wealth and tax planning will take care of itself or can
be set up last minute when they know for sure a deal will
be successful. While it is important to keep an open mind
about various contingencies and alternatives, consulting an
experienced wealth management professional, even several
years from an exit, can not only help you define solutions for
each of those contingencies but help optimize the result once
one outcome looks more likely to happen then the others.
Many leaders delay or choose not to sell because they have a
“number” in mind that is more than they really need or not tied
to the findings of a sophisticated analytical tool that the best
wealth advisors have access to. On the flip side, if a realistic
potential outcome range is below the number at which it no
longer makes sense to exit, better timing or more focus on
growing earnings may be the recommendation. What a shame
it would be to miss the right moment to exit based on a decision
around a poorly constructed sense of financial requirements.

Many buyers will base their decision to buy in part on
the financial performance and express value in terms
of a multiple of earnings adjusted for interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization in addition to personal
expenses and fair market rents and salaries. Having this
number available or having a full time or fractional financial
officer in place to establish it is important but this managing
for this number does not mean starving your moneymaking machine from the cash that it needs or stripping
it down to hoping for a better value. Sophisticated buyers
will see through the ruse. If there is fat, trim it as early as
possible but continue to do what has been successful.
Common Mistakes
WAITING TOO LONG (POTENTIALLY WHILE
TRYING TO PERFECTLY TIME THE “MARKET”)
Whether the management team is trying to maximize
transaction value by bringing the company to market when
they are peaking, or they are paralyzed by perceived problem
areas or unanswered questions, waiting too long is one of
the more common and value-eroding mistakes made. While
timing a sale when the pipeline is strong and new products
are on the horizon, when there are financial tailwinds off a
strong quarter or year, or into a robust market environment,
it is important to make sure there is enough appreciation

FAILURE TO CREATE A PERSONAL WEALTH PLAN,
WITH PROPER ATTENTION PAID TO ESTATE AND TAX
IMPLICATIONS OR LACK A SOLID UNDERSTANDING OF
FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS IN A POST-SALE SITUATION.

DOING IT THEMSELVES
The biggest competitor to a professional M&A advisor is
the idea that a management team can do this themselves.
Simply having one or a few unsolicited buyers come forth,
while flattering and appearing easy, may leave the leadership
team feeling like they have less choice and less control over
the outcome. One buyer could be the same as no buyers.

The Planning Prescription: Strategic Planning—The Powerful
Combination of Philanthropy and Tax Minimization
By: Greg Sarian CPWA® | CIMA® | CFP® | ChFC® | CEPA®, The Sarian Group
Many entrepreneurs and executives spend a lifetime growing
their companies and preparing for a transaction. While there
is great satisfaction in seeing what you’ve worked so hard to
build monetize, a sale often produces a considerable spike
in income, which can result in a significant tax burden, even
if it is taxed at a lower, more favorable capital gains rate.
One way to address this tax liability is to offset it with an

income tax deduction under the new tax laws. Charitable
deductions remain one of the most flexible ways to help
minimize the taxes associated with a drastic spike in
income. Integrating a philanthropic strategy into your overall
financial plan can help you maximize your giving, make
a meaningful impact on causes you care about, and help
minimize the taxes produced by the sale of your business.
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Understanding New Tax Laws
The 2018 tax law changes—specifically, new rules that
apply to SALT deductions, as well as home mortgage
interest and the use of equity lines of credit—present
challenges for individuals with high incomes that
result from earnings or a business transaction.
Previously, all state income tax payments and property
tax payments were fully deductible against federal income
tax. With the 2018 changes, those deductions are capped
at $10,000 for a couple filing jointly, rendering any excess
above that number nondeductible. This also means
that accelerating property tax deductions to help offset
the taxes associated with high income is no longer an
applicable strategy. Additionally, the previous mortgage
deduction was $1,000,000, as well as interest on up to
$100,000 of home-equity line usage. Now, the interest
deductible on mortgages is $750,000. The interest for a
home-equity line of credit remains $100,000 but only if
the credit is used to substantially improve the home.
While ordinary income rates at the top level dropped from
39.6% to 37%, this minor reduction could translate to minimal
savings if these other changes substantially reduce your
allowable deductions. It’s also important to remember that
the tax rate on capital gains remains capped at 23.8%.
Philanthropic giving strategies can help you maximize
your deductions under these new tax laws.
Finding the Right Charity
For many people, philanthropy is about more than the
potential tax minimization opportunities, which is why it’s
important to carefully consider which organizations and
causes you’d like to support, and why you want to support
them. Perhaps you want to give back as a way of expressing
gratitude for the position that you are in. You may also
have been touched by an organization that has helped
you, a friend, or loved one in a positive way. Whatever
your motivation, it’s important to make sure the charity or
charities you’d like to give to meet certain basic criteria.
When identifying charitable causes to support, many
people start with organizations whose mission and
values align with their personal passions and beliefs.
Additionally, you should consider giving to a qualified
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charity, or an organization that meets the criteria of IRS
code 501(c)(3), to derive the maximum tax benefit of a
gift. Most large, public charities fall into this category.
Once you are comfortable with the organization you
have selected, it’s important to review how its finances
are handled to make sure it’s consistent with your goals
and values. You can request the organization’s Form 990,
which is the nonprofit equivalent of a Form 1040. This
will provide you with the details of the exact inflows and
outflows of the organization. A quick read of this document
can help you determine how effectively the organization
manages its finances—including costs associated with
staffing and operations—and if the majority of the
proceeds ultimately benefit the charity’s objectives.
Minimizing Capital Gains Tax
After determining which charitable organization
you want to support, there are several planning
strategies that can help you minimize a capital gains
tax and accelerate a charitable tax deduction.
Gifting a low-cost basis security. If you’re considering
making a $5,000 donation to a nonprofit or charity, you
can review your non-retirement portfolio for securities
that you purchased more than 12 months ago and have
risen in value. If your donated share cost you $2,500 but is
currently worth $5,000, you receive a full tax deduction on
the $5,000 and avoid paying capital gains on the $2,500.
This provides a double benefit because it enables you to get
the charitable deduction and avoid the capital gains tax.
Establishing a donor-advised fund. A donor-advised fund
is an entity that allows shareholders to gift shares of
appreciated securities and take a deduction on fair market
value of the contributed shares. This can help you avoid any
capital gains tax on the shares contributed if the money
is invested in a diversified portfolio of securities. This
can help you offset the income tax produced by a spike
in income with a deduction, and you can also determine
charitable beneficiaries based on your timeframe and
distribute funds over the course of your lifetime.
Setting up a charitable remainder trust. Charitable remainder
trusts (CRTs) can help you maximize your deductions while
simultaneously providing an income stream. A CRT can
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be set up by putting low basis securities into a trust, and
the deduction is taken the same year of the funding. The
trust can then generate an income stream that you can
use to supplement your income for the rest of your life.
When you pass, the funds can be distributed to charity or
a foundation for future distributions to qualified charities.
Donating cash and securities. Donating appreciated securities
generally eliminates capital gains exposure, but you are
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limited to 30% of your adjusted gross income for deducting
contributions of long-term appreciated securities. While
this satisfies many people’s needs, you may also consider
donating cash to charitable organizations, allowing you
to take deductions of up to 60% of your adjusted gross
income. Doing both may help you reduce your tax liability
and rebalance your portfolio in a tax-efficient manner.

Source: Fidelity Viewpoints 2017

Offsetting Other High-Income Tax Liabilities
Many of these philanthropic strategies can be leveraged to
help offset taxes produced by other high-income events.
For example, if you’re approaching retirement, a donoradvised fund would allow you to pre-fund the charitable
giving you’re going to do during retirement but capture
the tax deduction while you’re in your high-income years
before retirement. This can also be helpful when it comes
to planning for retirement income allocation and budgeting
because funds are already set aside for charitable giving.
The same logic applies to helping offset the income tax
burden of an IRA to Roth conversion. The IRA to Roth

conversion is a powerful financial planning strategy
that helps enable the long-term, tax-free compounding
of assets, as well as a tax-free asset for heirs to inherit
in the future. Strategic charitable deductions can help
offset this tax liability, which is due upon conversion.
While the changes in the tax laws present challenges
to those experiencing a spike in income, integrating
philanthropic giving strategies with tax planning can help
mitigate your tax burden and help make an impact on the
causes and organizations you care about. We recommend
partnering with a professional, fiduciary financial advisor
to help you explore how charitable giving can help offset
your tax liabilities, so you can do well while doing good.
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The Sarian Group Biotech Index*
The Sarian Group Index started in January 2013 to track regionally located HealthCare oriented businesses whose stock is traded above $1 a share against the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ
Biotechnology index. It is an equally weighted index of publicly traded life sciences companies headquartered in PA, NJ and DE and is rebalanced monthly. Below is a look at the performance pattern
since December 2013 along with a list of the companies that are currently included. Also listed are the Top Ten Companies who have had the largest gains and losses YTD within the index.

Investment Growth
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SG Biotech Index - Portfolio Holdings
Portfolio Date: 8/31/2018
TetraLogic Pharmaceuticals Corp
Trevena Inc
Aclaris Therapeutics Inc
Adaptimmune Therapeutics PLC ADR
Advaxis Inc
Aerie Pharmaceuticals Inc
Aevi Genomic Medicine Inc
Agile Therapeutics Inc
Akers Biosciences Inc
Alliqua BioMedical Inc
Amicus Therapeutics Inc
Arcturus Therapeutics Ltd
Cancer Genetics Inc
Celgene Corp
Cyclacel Pharmaceuticals Inc
Eagle Pharmaceuticals Inc
Echo Therapeutics Inc
Egalet Corp
Endo International PLC
Enzon Pharmaceuticals Inc
FC Global Realty Inc
Fibrocell Science Inc
GlaxoSmithKline PLC ADR
Globus Medical Inc Class A
Immunomedics Inc
Incyte Corp
Inovio Pharmaceuticals Inc
Insmed Inc
Johnson & Johnson
Lannett Co Inc
Merck & Co Inc
Mylan NV
Onconova Therapeutics Inc
Ophthotech Corp
Pacira Pharmaceuticals Inc
ProPhase Labs Inc
PTC Therapeutics Inc
Recro Pharma Inc
Safeguard Scientifics Inc
Spark Therapeutics Inc
The Medicines Co
Windtree Therapeutics Inc

Leading Contributors - YTD

Leading Detractors - YTD

Time Period: 1/1/2018 to 8/31/2018
PTC Therapeutics Inc
Endo International PLC
Akers Biosciences Inc
Adaptimmune Therapeutics PLC ADR
ProPhase Labs Inc
Immunomedics Inc
The Medicines Co
Alliqua BioMedical Inc
Globus Medical Inc Class A
Eagle Pharmaceuticals Inc

%
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2.4
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2.4
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2.4
2.4
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Time Period: 1/1/2018 to 8/31/2018
Return
150.24
121.29
103.96
72.46
71.37
65.59
44.88
43.65
29.61
29.41

Agile Therapeutics Inc
Lannett Co Inc
Onconova Therapeutics Inc
FC Global Realty Inc
Egalet Corp
Cancer Genetics Inc
Advaxis Inc
Fibrocell Science Inc
Insmed Inc
Aclaris Therapeutics Inc

* Information provided by Morningstar Direct
The Sarian Group is a group of investment professionals registered with HighTower Securities, LLC, member FINRA, MSRB and SIPC, and with HighTower Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor with the SEC. Securities are offered through
HighTower Securities, LLC; advisory services are offered through HighTower Advisors, LLC.

Return
-89.11
-76.94
-71.33
-69.22
-61.50
-51.06
-48.94
-38.12
-36.08
-35.44
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Philly Funding
July 3
A Montgomery County biopharmaceutical company taking
on the opioid addiction epidemic has raised $3.9 million
in an equity financing. The private stock sale by Mirata
Pharmaceuticals of Plymouth Meeting, Pa., was disclosed in a
filing the company made earlier this month with the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The company was founded in
2017 by a group that included Maurits Geerlings, the president
and CEO of Formula Pharmaceuticals in Berwyn, Pa.
July 23
A Chester County biopharmaceutical company working
on new treatments for patients suffering from urological
and gastrointestinal disorders has raised $15.5 million in a
private stock sale. Velicept Therapetics Inc.’s lead new drug
candidate, solabegron, is targeting overactive bladders. Dr.
James C. Walker, the company’s CEO, said the funds will
go toward supporting two mid-stage clinical trials testing
difference dosages of the experimental treatment.
August 21
Aevi Genomic Medicine Inc. said Tuesday it raised
$4.9 million in a private stock sale. The Wayne, Pa.,
biopharmaceutical company plans to use the proceeds

from its sale of 5.1 million shares of common stock to
accelerate the second part of a phase-II clinical trial
it is conducting for its experimental attention deficit
hyperactive disorder therapy. Phase-II clinical trials are a
middle step in testing process for new drug candidates.
September 5
A Chester County biopharmaceutical company developing
a treatment for orphan diseases raised $34 million in
private financing. PhaseBio Pharmaceuticals of Malvern
is focusing initially on cardiopulmonary disorders that
afflict fewer than 200,000 people in the United States.
The company plans to use the proceeds from the series
D financing, which included the conversion of existing
convertible promissory notes to equity, to advance the
clinical development of its two lead new drug candidates.
September 10
As demand for mental health services rises, the software
platform built by Center City startup NeuroFlow to improve
patient engagement with mental health professionals
is amid a cash infusion. The company announced it’s
raised $1.2 million out of a projected $1.5 million funding
round to fuel hiring and product expansion. It follows
its $1.25 million seed round that occurred last fall.

The Sarian Group is a group of investment professionals registered with HighTower Securities, LLC, member FINRA and SIPC, and with HighTower Advisors, LLC, a registered
investment advisor with the SEC. Securities are offered through HighTower Securities, LLC; advisory services are offered through HighTower Advisors, LLC.
This is not an offer to buy or sell securities. No investment process is free of risk, and there is no guarantee that the investment process or the investment opportunities referenced herein will be profitable. Past
performance is not indicative of current or future performance and is not a guarantee. The investment opportunities referenced herein may not be suitable for all investors.
All data and information referenced herein are from sources believed to be reliable. Any opinions, news, research, analyses, prices, or other information contained in this research is provided as general market
commentary, it does not constitute investment advice. The Sarian Group and HighTower shall not in any way be liable for claims, and make no expressed or implied representations or warranties as to the accuracy or
completeness of the data and other information, or for statements or errors contained in or omissions from the obtained data and information referenced herein. The data and information are provided as of the date
referenced. Such data and information are subject to change without notice.
This document was created for informational purposes only; the opinions expressed are solely those of Ted Piper, Zik Syed, Greg Michaels, Greg Sarian, and The Sarian Group and do not represent those of
HighTower Advisors, LLC, or any of its affiliates.

